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Abstract 
In the article the stages of transformation of the hashing processes on the structure of the general functional 
model of the algorithm without the key hash function are defined. The foundations of the application of logical 
operations and table replacements with the construction of models of basic transformations of the algorithm 
are revealed. The basics of methods and methods for modeling basic transformations have been developed. 
Their fundamental applications for creation with new transformations without key hash function algorithms are 
substantiated. 
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Introduction  
Electronic data is confirmed by an electronic digital signature, this electronic digital signature acquires the status  
of an electronic document if it has a model of the mechanism for verifying the identity and authentication of 
the Signer - the author of which has not changed-by ensuring that the data is not denied authorship. Hash-
function is an expression from the algorithm of the reflection of compression of electronic data of a finite length 
in bits or byte units to a previously recorded - fixed small-length Block[1], [2], [3], [4]. 
Materials and Methods 
In modeling hash-function algorithms, the application of tabular replacement accents for elements consisting 
of logical operands and bit-combinations in which the values in the maple table are evenly distributed is a 
solution to the issue. In this case, the basis of co-operation in the modeling of Hash-function base reflections is 
developed, based on their application in the creation of new adaptive algorithms, in the improvement of 
computational techniques and technologies in accordance with the development [5].  
Main Text (Review only) 
Iterative method in the construction of hash-functions algorithms takes into account the possibility of creating 
collisions on the basis of the method of collisions of texts, in order to prevent it, the length of information and 
the sum of control are added to the end of hash information. For this purpose, the following stages are 
calculated and hash processes are carried out [4],[5],[6]: 
1-step. Add filling bits. Hashed data length is optional, the data length is divided into blocks with 
k2 , k=8, 9, 
…< bits. If the length of the last block is smaller than 
k2  bits, then k2  bits are filled with such a sign as zero 
or space (“probel”). 
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2-step. Add information length. The value of 2
k
 bits of the data length given in Step 1 is attached. The block 
denoting the length of the information to be determined by the number of bits is generated by calculating the 
length of the information to be hashed [7]. 
3-step. Add control sum. 
k2  bit block indicating the control sum of the given information is attached. The 
block denoting the sum of the control is generated by calculating the sum of the values of all blocks in the 
decimal counting system according to 
k22mod . 
4-step. Processing of data into 
k2 - bit blocks. The data is divided into k2  bit blocks. Let the number of these 
blocks be equal to N. These blocks are M1, M2, ..., MN is defined as. In the execution of algorithm accents on the 
first block of data, T=M1 on the block (based on the RC-4 algorithm or the compression table) K-key is 
generalized, that is, by taking the T – Block as the key, 2550  iS  is a linear-filled iS -byte massive elements 
with 256-byte satisfying the condition that N×2
k
 bit: 
K(N×2
k
)=K1(2
k
)...KN(2
k
) 
In the execution of the algorithm accents on the next blocks, the Hi -intermediate result, which is formed from 
the implementation of the algorithm accents on the first block, is generated by the support of the multi-valued 
S -block or any one-sided accents, which is the opposite of the S(Hi)=D - Intermediate Result, and the key 
generalization is defined as T=D.  Then the processing is carried out by dividing the data into 256-bit blocks, 
with the main-base reflections. When the key generated from the text that needs to be hashed is unknown, the 
algorithm is considered desirable that most of the key accents have a one-sided property[3], [4]. 
The main-base accents of the general functional model in the quality of one of the supporters of the creation 
of hash-function algorithms without a crypto-resistant key can be expressed as follows [5],[8]: 
According to the composition of this general functional model, the accents of the hash process are carried out 
as follows (Figure 1): 
1. expanded text to be hashed M=M1M2…Mn is a generation of round keys by blocks (i - the beginning of the 
cycle on); 
2. text block and multiple execution of the base reflection on the generated round keys (according to j-cycle);  
3. the result determined by h-variable which determines the value of a variable as a hash value Hi=h, H=Hi; 
4. determining whether this result is an intermediate result or a final result, that is, checking this i<n+2 
condition; 
5. if there is no intermediate result (i<n+2 is not executed), then the hash-value H is determined by going to 
the next stage, or rather if there is an intermediate result (i<n+2 is executed), this result block is reflected 
without a line (for example, through an S-Block), and the beginning of the process of generating more phase 
keys from the Here is an intermediate hash-value with the block to be hashed in the queue t ,6 ,  
t=9,10,11,12 is reflected on the basis of a tabular substitution of logical actions or combinations of bits 
D=S(Hi). 
6. hashing process is completed and its value is determined by H.     
A general functional model of the creation of a hash-function algorithm based on the implementation of logical 
operations and tabular substitution, in which the values of the main-base accents of the maple table are evenly 
distributed, is created (Figure 2). The information that needs to be hashed is allocated to bits-blocks, the 
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incomplete block to bits is filled with an agreed character, for example, a space. The number of these blocks is 
n. This block is M1, M2,..., Mn and Mny the control log is in bit units, Mmu the data length is taken in bytes: M=M1M2 
... Mn Mny Mmu. Enhanced text M is blurred in a serial iterative mode. 
T block is the key generalization K(N×
k2 )=K1(
k2 )...KN(
k2 bit) for the implementation of the main logical and 
tabular accents on the block several times (cycle j-on). For this  
T 25625525425325225125024987654321 tttttttttttttttt     64...21 TTT , 
)()()()( 4)1(43)1(42)1(41)1(4    ttttT , ;64,...,2,1  
half bytes are expanded into bytes.  
This is a tabular replacement in each column and row from “0” to “15”:  
1)  From column 0- 1T )1()1()1()1( 4321 tttt  24321 )( tttt  10)1(T  calculated, this is the number of the row 
1Q )1()1()1()1( 4321 qqqq 24321 )( qqqq  10)1(Q  identified, instead of half byte 1T  bytes are put 
00004321 qqqq ; 
2) From column 1- 2T )2()2()2()2( 8765 tttt  28765 )( tttt  10)2(T  calculated, this is the number of the row 
2Q )1()1()1()2( 8765 qqqq 28765 )( qqqq  10)2(Q  identified, instead half byte 2T   bytes are put 
00018765 qqqq           ... and so on. 
Such a replacement for 16 half-bytes in the queue is also carried out according to the row: 
1) From row 0- 17T )17()17()17()17( 68676665 tttt  268676665 )( tttt  10)17(T  calculated, this is the number 
of the column 1U )1()1()1()1( 4321 uuuu 24321 )( uuuu  10)1(U  identified, instead half byte 17T  bytes are 
put 0000 4321 uuuu ; 
2) From row 1- 18T )18()18()18()18( 8765 tttt  272717069 )( tttt  10)18(T  calculated, this is the number of 
the column 2U )2()2()2()2( 8765 uuuu 28765 )( uuuu  10)2(U  identified, instead half byte 18T  bytes 
are put 0001 8765 uuuu            ... and so on. 
16) From row 15- 32T )32()32()32()32( 128127126125 tttt  2128127126125 )( tttt  10)32(T  calculated, this is the 
number of the column 16U )16()16()16()16( 64636261 uuuu 264636261 )( uuuu  10)16(Q  identified, instead 
half byte 32T  bytes are put 646362611111 uuuu . 
In this way 33T ,  34T , ... , 64T , half bytes are also exchanged for bytes by column and rows, the 256 bit block 
will be expanded to a 512 bit block. This expansion can be implemented in 512 bit blocks and can be continued 
with 1024 bit blocks and so on (table 1).     
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Table 1 
5 13 6 11 1 10 15 8 0 4 7 9 2 12 3 14 
8 7 2 14 15 3 11 6 1 12 13 10 5 4 9 0 
14 2 13 4 12 7 1 11 6 9 0 5 3 10 8 15 
0 14 9 12 3 13 7 4 15 6 5 1 11 2 10 8 
3 10 7 2 4 12 9 1 14 13 15 8 0 5 11 6 
2 3 1 8 0 14 5 9 12 11 6 7 10 15 13 4 
10 4 14 15 9 5 8 2 11 0 1 3 12 6 7 13 
11 9 10 1 6 4 13 15 3 5 14 0 8 7 2 12 
1 0 3 7 13 11 10 12 9 14 4 6 15 8 5 2 
4 8 11 9 14 6 2 5 10 3 12 15 7 13 0 1 
9 12 15 0 2 1 14 10 5 8 11 13 4 3 6 7 
6 11 8 13 7 9 0 3 4 15 10 2 14 1 12 5 
15 1 0 5 10 8 3 7 13 2 9 12 6 14 4 11 
12 5 4 10 11 2 6 13 8 7 3 14 1 0 15 9 
7 15 12 6 5 0 4 14 2 10 8 11 13 9 1 3 
13 6 5 3 8 15 12 0 7 1 2 4 9 11 14 10 
 
By completing the block bits and logical operations that need to be T=TlKj, l=6,9,10,12 expression is obtained, 
and by completing the tabular combinations on the L, more hashed and distribution accents are performed, 
such as h=EKj(T) (table 2). 
Table 2 
kt
kt
6

 
kt  0 1  kt 9  kt  0 1  kt 10  kt  0 1  kt 12  kt  0 1 
 0 0 1   0 1 0   0 1 0   0 1 1 
 1 1 0   1 0 1   1 1 0   1 0 0 
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1-picture. Functional scheme for creating crypto-stable, keyless hash-function algorithms 
M = M1 M2 … Mn      Mny (control sum - bit)  Mmu(data length in bytes) 
H = 0;  D=0; i=0: 
i = i + 1 
D = D  Mi or D = D  l  Mi , l=9,10,12; T = D 
 
T block (based on RC-4 algorithm or CT) K -key is generated, that is, the 256-byte array has been 
expanded linearly, with the T-block as a key and the mixed N × 2  bit array is formed: K(N×2
)=K1(2 )...KN (2 )  
j = 0 
j = j + 1 
Implementation of the main accents of the hash algorithm with a one-sided 
property ( , based on accents such as s-block, parametric algebra 
operations, Tabular compression(TC)):  
                                                h = Ek j (T) 
j<N T = h 
Hi = h 
H = Hi 
i < n+2 Print (H) 
Reflections of S-
block 
multipersions (TC): 
D = S (Hi) 
No 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
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2-picture. Functional scheme for the creation of a hash-function algorithm with a flat distributed table 
substitution Pairs of bits let the tabular substitutions are given in table 3.  
M = M1 M2 … Mn      Mny (control sum - bit)  Mmu(data length in bytes) 
 
H = 0;  D=0; i=0: 
i = i + 1 
                D=D t Mi , t=6, 9,10,12; T = D 
To perform basic logical and tabular accents on block T several times (cycle on j), the 
K(N×2 )=K1(2 )...KN(2 ) -key is generalized. To do this, you need a 16 × 16 table scale  
 , 
,  is calculated.  
This process will continue until a sequence of bits of at least ×N is created. 
j = 0 
j = j + 1 
With block bits and round keys to be executed that need to be hashed, T=T l 
Kj , i=6,9,10,12 logical operations are performed.  
Tabular substitutions are performed on the combinations of bits, 
accelerations are performed, such as cyclic push-ups 
h = EKj(T) 
j<N T = h 
Hi = h 
H = Hi 
i < n+2 Print (H) 
Reflections of S-
block multipersions 
(TC): 
D = S (Hi) 
No 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
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Table 3 
x (2×2)  k kx  00 01 10 11 
  00 10 11 00 01 
 01 11 00 01 10 
 10 00 01 10 11 
 11 01 10 11 00 
Hashed T block 1 tt is carried out with the performance of substitutions on bit pairs 1 kk  corresponding to 
bit pairs and key block Kj. In this the result of the reflection of the combination of bits on the collar at the 
intersection of rows  1 tt  and column 1 kk  on the exchange table is obtained as 1 zz . 
For three-bit combinations, such as two bit pairs, a swap table can be entered (Table 4).  The result of the 
basic-base reflection is obtained h = EKj(T) and is followed by steps 3-6. 
Table 4 
x (3×3)  k kx  000 001 010 011 100 101 110 111 
  000 110 111 000 001 010 011 100 101 
 001 111 000 001 010 011 100 101 110 
 010 000 001 010 011 100 101 110 111 
 011 001 010 011 100 101 110 111 000 
 100 010 011 100 101 110 111 000 001 
 101 011 100 101 110 111 000 001 010 
 110 100 101 110 111 000 001 010 011 
 111 101 110 111 000 001 010 011 100 
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Conclusions 
According to the general functional model of creating a keyless hash-function algorithm, the stages of 
implementation of hash process mirroring were determined. It was shown the possibility of creating many new 
keyless crypto-resistant hash-function algorithms with the selection of key-based accents and their combination. 
The prospect of creating hardware-software and hardware devices related to Information Protection, which is 
solved by the use of hash-function, as well as the use of logical actions and replacement tables of bit-
combinations as the main-base reflections, proved its ownership in economic, scientific and technical activities.  
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